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For the first time since independence, a tax has been imposed on all 
handmade products. Khadi, handloom, handicrafts, all are taxed 
under the new Goods And Services Tax (GST) regime. Rural sector, 
already distressed, will take a turn for the worse with this regime. It is a 
topsy-turvy regime. Under this regime, Luxury products have become 
cheaper, while handmade have become expensive. Cars and 
cigarettes cost less, while a Khadi saree, a handloom kurta, a mat, pot 
and plough shall cost more.

Natural Products

Handmade products are ‘naturally’ expensive. A Khadi saree, for 
example, costs more than a synthetic saree from Surat. It is going to 
become even more expensive now. And lose even more market share. 
You could say, ‘So what? Let it lose!.... what cannot survive in the 
marketplace need not survive!’. No, you cannot say that!

Save Handmade to save your self

Even for your own survival you need to protect rural enterprise. 
Handmade is environment friendly. Handmade is, almost entirely, 
carbon neutral. If you want Global warming to be reversed, if you want 
environmental degradation to be halted, and more importantly, if you 
do not want hordes of displaced villagers to descend on your City, you 
must support handmade products. 

We shall buy and sell handmade products without either collecting 
or paying tax. Tax Denial is Civil Disobedience. Come and join us. Be 
a part of the campaign to restore  livelihoods  of the village poor in their 
own ‘natural’ environment.

Why Satyagraha?
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We had fought the British against an inhuman tax on salt, nearly a 
century ago, through a Tax Denial Satyagraha. It has become 
necessary now, that too against our own government. The 
government has dealt a death blow to the rural enterprise through 
GST. 

We believe that this Satyagraha shall restore our morality as well. 
Because, Sant Sabhyata the saintly civilization of India is handmade. 
Sant Ravidas, Sant Kabir, Sant Kanakadasa and Vachanakara Sants 
were all hand crafting people. Handmade production, equitable 
society and spirituality of simple living formed the three tenets of that 
Sabhyata. Today the Sabhyata is in danger. This campaign  is a major 
step towards  rejuvenation of  Sabhyata, the civilization.

Market Driven Politics

British enslaved India not so much through the gun as through 
capitalist industry; not so much through politics as through commerce. 
They came as merchants. Remained as merchants. Plundered 
natural resources, brought machine made products, and managed to 
sell the millmade. They did so through tax manipulations. Handmade 
was taxed heavily while the British machine was given concessions. 
It was a standard trick. The same trick is being played by our 
merchant  governments. 

GST, created jointly by all state governments and the central 
government is wrong.  Automation that is spreading death across the 

Why, Tax denial?
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globe and destroying, nature environment and society is made 
cheaper while the poor rural product, that is nearly carbon neutral, is 
made dearer by this regime.

Handmade Was Profitable

There was a time when we obtained everything, clothing transport 
food utensils everything, handmade. These products were exported. 
They earned gold. We were not poor. British came to India not seeking 
poverty, but gold.

What is Swadeshi?

Swadeshi is not mere border counting. Swadeshi is not Hindu ism, 
nor is it Islam ism. Nor is it Patriot ism. Swadeshi means governing the 
self. Uniting all the self governed is true Swadeshi. But, Swadeshi got 
distorted somewhere on the way. The distortion began with partition. 
Politicians who partitioned this country, on the basis of religion, were 
responsible for this distortion. But merely because they were muslim 
we should not look at the Indian muslim as an outsider. For, it will 
create a second distortion. Nor should we use the muslim as a vote 
bank. The poor Hindu and the poor Muslim are both, predominantly, 
craftspersons. They built this nation through hand production.

We failed!

We, the Hindus, the Muslims and the Christians, all jointly became 
slaves of automation. We all became irreligious in the process. 
Congress committed this mistake. BJP is now committing the mistake. 
There is no point in blaming each other. Let us join hands and correct 
the mistake.

We shall 
protest, by selling handmade products publicly, without either paying 
or collecting tax. This is civil disobedience. We are willing to face the 
law, but shall not give up the Satyagraha until the tax is rescinded.

This sathyagraha is a consumer atonement movement.
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We demand
that

Handmade be made tax free

Vasudaiva Kutumbakam be made a guiding principle

in the Constitution of India



Park a table, or a few tables, at 
a Public space. And sell hand-
made products. Khadi, Hand 
loom, Leather products, home-
made food stuff, be sold as a mark 
of protest without either collecting 
or paying tax.  

Sing, if possible. Sing songs, 
in praise of nature, in praise of 
labour, in praise of the sant 
parampara, such as Kabir, 
Ravidas, Vachanakaras, etc.   Do 
not pontify. do not politicize. Do 
not get angry. Be fearless. Court 
arrest if need be.

Keep speech-making short. 
Collect small donations to 
manage the event. Give the 
leftover money as donation to the 
local constructive programs. 
Maintain absolute discipline with 
accounting and time keeping.  
Give dignity to women. Create 
intra religious and intra caste 
camaraderie and community 
feeling. Above all Feel Happy. 

Run it Simply! Do not over 
reach. Do not imitate the big 
political parties in mobilization 
trick.  Do Satyagraha at your own 
space; Your Community, Your 
School, Your Theatre group, Your 
Workspace, Your Town hall, is 
where you do the satyagraha. 

How to run the Satyagraha

Run the Satyagraha 
as a 
Cultural 
campaign 
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About us

Gram Seva Sangh is a bridge between the enlightened city and the 
constructive worker in the village. This bridge helps the city to make 
contact with, and learn from, the village; in things such as, simple 
living, working with one's own hand, and nature. 

Grama Seva Sangh, in turn, helps the village with a market, and 
training; in building equitable systems and equitable organizations. 

To put simply, it is a bridge to transport good Things from both ends. 
and a Constructive Programme to shed bad qualities at both ends.
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Please contact us if you want to join in Grama Seva Sangh

12, 5th Cross, Near Seetha Circle, Bengaluru-560 050.

Phone: 080 26422118 / 9008484880 / 9844659141



hand-made
is 

true
swadeshi

make 
swadeshi

tax
exempt

Graama Seva Sangha  |  graamasevasangha@gmail.com

Sample Posters

Graama Seva Sangha  |  graamasevasangha@gmail.com
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hand-made is eco-friendly. 

hand-made is, largely carbon neutral. 

If you do not want globe to heat up further, 

If you do not want pollution to increase further, 

If you do not want unemployed villagers  to  lay  siege  

on  your  Smart City !        Tell the government 

Graama Seva Sangha  |  graamasevasangha@gmail.com

Famous

musicians, artists, theatre people

social activists & consumers

are going to join in

a Tax denial Sathyagraha
in support of the hand-made product

make hand made GST free

we shall 

sing songs, do street theatre, eat natural food

sell hand-made products

in defiance of the law

7 September 2017, 4.30 onwards

Town hall 
Bangalore 

Come & join with celebrating the hand-made
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